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Twenty years of seed research.
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Book : Twenty years of seed research. 1948 pp.148 pp.

Abstract : T he purpose of this book is to place before a wider public the (re
prolonged period of research on seeds, completed or still in progress at the
T hompson Institute for Plant Research, Yonkers, New York.
T he period under review covers 20 years. Much, if not all, of the material ha
the light in amplified form in scientific journals or is common knowledge, and
research worker who keeps abreast of his literature may not be over-enthu
welcome. But to commercial growers, seedsmen and others to whom such l
be largely inaccessible the results set out should prove interesting and usef
T he book is in two parts, the first being concerned with germination problem

with storage and the life span of seeds. T he chapter on weed seed germina
show how necessary to the control of a difficult weed is a thorough underst
characteristics and behaviour of its seed. T hat stratification and low tempera
prerequisites for the germination of many seeds, e.g. the Rosaceae , is well k
growers, but to them the chapter providing definite data on the length of the
period and the optimum temperatures for a number of selected species will
Coming now to a discussion on internal breaking pressures an ingenious tec
described whereby the internal breaking pressure of the black walnut ( Juglan
revealed as no less than 627 pounds. How this resistance is overcome in na
problem still to be determined. Rapid viability tests of slow germinating seed
excised embryos and the changes indicating viability or the reverse are well
colour for a few species. Extensive experiments on the efficacy of some so"growth-substances" have shown that far from hastening germination they
likely to inhibit it. In Part II the most useful chapters are those on factors affec
keeping quality of seeds and on the storing of vegetable seeds. T he referen
cluster at the foot of each chapter and the brevity of the chapters themselve
show the extreme difficulty of compressing into so small a space such a vas
useful information. T his difficulty has not been entirely overcome. G.St.C.F.
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